
Savage Space Armors V 01

Armor Table
Type Armor Cover Weight Cost Notes

Weave Duster 1 A, L, T 2 100 See desc.

Padded Armor 2 A, L, T 8 300 See desc.

Guard Armor 4 A, L, T, H 10 1000 See desc.

Coated Vest 4/1 T 5 500 AR 4 against laser, AR 1 against other attacks

Combat Helmet 3 H 3 100 See desc.

Infantry Armor 6 A, L, T, H 15 Mil See desc.

Infanty Armor, Heavy 8 A, L, T, H 20 Mil See desc.

Personal Shield Generator special A, L, T, H 4 Mil See desc.

A PSG generates barriers on each side of the wearer. They have toughness 10 and can be destroyed as normal objects.

Wrist Deflector 2 A, L, T 1 150 +1 Parry, 

Acts as a medium shield. Only protects against attacks from the side it is equipped on. Armor rating only against shots.

General Armor Notes
All Armors protect  only against the listed weapon types! That means disintegrators can penetrate everything but personal shields and  
lasers penetrate all soft armors. 

Weave Duster
These coats contain a thin layer of armorweave. Protection is almost negligible and is not meant to protect from weapons but rough work 
environments. They come in many colors but brown seems to be the sector favorite this year.

Effect: Protects against blaster and pellet guns, grenades and vibro weapons.

Padded Armor
This armor type comes in a lot of different shapes and sizes. The most common variants are armored spacesuits or security officer  
uniforms. They offer minimal protection but are cheap, available everywhere and do not hinder movement. 

Effect: Protects against blaster and pellet guns, grenades and vibro weapons

Guard Armor
Guard Armors see heavy use by police forces , private security and mercenaries. They offer all around good protection without hampering 
the wearers movement. However this comes at a price as you are not as well covered as someone in a full Infantry Armor.

Effect: Protects against blaster, laser and pellet guns, grenades, vibro weapons and energyblades. 50% chance on a hit with a laser 
or energyblade that the attacker hit an unprotected area. 50% chance on hit with a pellet gun that the pellets can´t penetrate the 
armor at all negating all damage.

Coated Vest
A chestplate made from composite plastics with crystalline coating. It is only effective against laser weapons and can be worn over most  
clothing and light armors.

Effect: Protects against laser guns and energyblades. Can be worn with a duster or padded armor.

Combat Helmet
This helmet is standard police or military issue. It protects your head without impeding your vision. 

Effect: Protects against blaster, laser and pellet guns, grenades, vibro weapons and energy blades. Has a 50% chance on a hit to the 
head to protect the wearer. 50% chance on hit with a pellet gun that the pellets can´t penetrate the armor at all negating all 
damage. Can be worn with any armor that does not already include an H cover. Wearing it during social encounters incurs a -2 
modifier on any social rolls.
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Infantry Armor
These military armors are not available to the public. Each one is wired to the individual wearing it. They consist of a combination of 
padded areas and hard shell pieces that can protect the wearer from a multitude of different damage types. The helmets usually come with  
a full sensor and communications pack. However movement in them is lightly restricted

Effect: Protects against blaster, laser and pellet guns, grenades, vibro weapons and energy blades. Pellet guns can not penetrate 
hard armor. +1 on Notice rolls while wearing the helmet. -1 on agility tricks and other agility based tasks involving movement. 

Heavy Infantry Armor
These military armors are not available to the public and only worn by Shocktroopers. Each one is wired to the individual wearing it. They 
consist mainly of hard shell pieces that can protect the wearer from many different damage types. The helmets usually come with a full 
sensor ,communications and shooting assistance pack.

Effect: Protects against blaster, laser and pellet guns, grenades, vibro weapons and energy blades. Pellet guns can not penetrate  
heavy armor. +1 on Notice and shooting rolls while wearing the helmet. -2 on agility tricks and other agility based tasks 
involving movement. 

Personal Shield Generator
This new development utilizes alien tech. They are heavily restricted and only small quantities are sporadically available on the black 
market. They are full body suits that have a built in power supply and shield emitters. So far they can not be combined with classic armors  
of any kind.

Effect:Protects against blaster, laser and disintegrator guns. A PSG has 20 PP and creates movable barriers around you. The first 
round of use cost nothing. Afterwards each barrier consumes 1 P per round. If all 4 sides are covered that is 4PP per turn. You can 
drop a barrier at any time as a free action. The barriers have a toughness of 10. Once a barrier is destroyed it provides no protection  
at all. However it can be restored by spending 4 PP and an action.

Wrist Deflector
These shields consist of wrist mounted pouch that contains a web like construction that can be inflated with a simple flick of the wrist and  
deflated as easily. This web is polarized and can withstand even Energyblades and Laserfire. Melee specialists or police forces use these  
regularly. 

Effect: Protects against blaster, laser and pellet guns, vibro weapons and energy blades. Counts as a medium shield when deployed.
+2 armor against shooting attacks from the side it is equipped on. +1 bonus to parry.
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